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LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY 
OMEGA WEST REACTOR RESTART 

PRBGZESS MADE 

Significant improvement mc.de i n  on-site management 
attitude toward reactor safety 

Marked improvement in site stzff awfiership for restart 

Staff attitude positiv.? - in charge and willing to learn 
Recognized and addressing cultaral shortfalls 

Organization strengthened to rcinfarc? safety needs 
xhrough Operations Review Committee and Configuration 
Control Board 

Iinprovements to Coqtrcl Room arrangement and operating 
panels in progress . 
Addressing concerns raised by - Reactor Scran of December 1992 - DNFSB visits (2) - Class C Investigation Report - Class B Investigation draft 

Management and staff organization clarified - Approved site organization appropriate for expected 
requirements 

Formality of/Conduct of Operations training begun - Visited Operating Class A and B reactors - Indoctrination coursre given to entire staff - Concepts being practiced - Good practices accepted 

DIFFICULTIES IN RESTART EFFORT 

0 Management plan for restart not in place or in use - Priorities of effort not identified 

0 Integrated work plan and scbedule not in place - Progress made but time not used most effectively - Operator training subsumed by other duties 
- Work done on many items not essential to restart 
- Management has no tools to determine if progress 

and expenditures proper and focussed on restart 
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0 Assignments of temparazy staff terminated in disruptive 
manner, losing gains xadr. Tzmporary staffing increases 
inconsistent with stated hig'i priority for restart. 

Smse of urgency lacking 

Lack of full Laboratory suiiport apparent - Requests for assistance r.ot effective 
- Availabilith of Laboratory in-house assets for 

temporary help 
- Funding clarity in budgeting 

Progress is resource limited 

ktrxxphere of flux at Headquarters and Laboratory with 
O m e g a  West being a slrrall issue among a group of larger 
problems 

Objective reports not behg given to senior management 

Elecsg~ize provisional aperator qualification is not 
lependent on having reactor restarted 

Recognize procedure validation is not dependent on plant 
operating status 

CURRENT NEEDS 

0 A management plan for restart to use as the basis for 
Laboratory support and activities. - Demonstrates Laboratory commitment to restart and 

- Establishes sense of urgency 
- Requires implementation of the schedule 

continued operation 

0 Identification of all events for restart in a master 
schedule - Prerequisites including provisional qualifications - Decision barriers and assumptions - Post restart and pre-production training for full 

- Leak repairs and plant modifications - Identification of "mandatory for restart!' items 
versus normal modifications or improvements - Activities affecting operators - A l l  operator activities, training, and 

qualifications - Assume a 4 week period for operator provisional 
qualification 

qualification 
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- Pre-critical operational activities including 

- All on-going modifications - 
- Assume a 1 week post-critical period for final 

system check outs 

A reciprocal .r approach to criticality 

operator trair-ing - Assume a 5 day DOE ORR window 
- Assume a 6 to 8 week delay line repair period 
- Lesson plan development steps - Procedure deveiopme?t and validation steps 

0 Develop priorities of efforts 

0 Complete the J C O  and sl l  eppropriate analyses and actions 

3 Tsmpsirkry assigment of support personnel at site - 1 full time training supxvisor - 1 scheduling zleP-k 
- 9 mechanical tecP-nician . 
- 1 electronics technician - 1 word processor - 3- Rzdiation W3rker I1 -:o provide maintenance escort 

SUGGESTED DETAILED STEPS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

0 Relieve the 4 operators of secondary tasks. For examples: - Redefine areas of Omega West requiring escort of 
maintenance workers to curtail need for escorts - Obtain temporary Radiation Worker I1 qualified 
persons and train to act as escorts for maintenance 
workers at Omega West. 

0 Establish the base line annual costs for operating and 
maintaining the Omega West Reactor plant for both 
production and shut down modes. Recognition by the 
Laboratory of these continuing costs would improve 
budgeting and work control process 

0 Streamline the management further by having the Reactor 
Director report directly to the Division Leader and 
receiving funding and expenditure authority from him. 

0 Limit Configuration Management Control Board to hardware 
modifications and design control 

BURNS & ROE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 
August 27, 1993 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or impiied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe- 
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac- 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 


